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• A biological question :
There are demographic evidences that orangutan population sizes have collapsed
but what is the major cause of the decline and
how strong is it ?
Can population genetics help?
• infering the time of the event?
• infering the strength of the
population size decrease?
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Sample genealogy

coalescent tree

present

past

Population genealogy
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Coalescence of j genes in t generations
in a haploid population of size N
Assumption: no multiple coalescence for large N

(j2) = j*(j - 1)/2 gene pairs can coalesce with probability 1/N

j( j -1)
Pr(two genes among j coalesce in one generation) =
2N

j( j -1)
j( j −1) t −1 j( j −1)
j( j −1) − 2N t
Pr(T j = t) = (1 −
) (
)≈
e
2N
2N
2N
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coalescent trees and mutations
Under neutrality assumption, mutations are independent of the
genealogy, because genealogical process strictly depends on
demographic parameters
First, genealogies are build given the demographic parameters
considered (e.g. N),
Then mutation are added a
posteriori on each branch of the
genealogy, from MRCA to the leaves
We thus obtain polymorphism data
under the demographic and
mutational model considered
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coalescent trees and mutations
The number of mutations on each branch is a function of the
mutation rate of the genetic marker (µ) and the branch length (t).
µ = mean number of mutation per locus per generation.
e.g. 5.10-4 for microsatellites, 10-7 per nucleotide for DNA sequences

For a branch of length t, the number
of mutation thus follows a binomial
distribution with parameters (µ,t).
Often approximated by a Poisson
distribution with parameter (µ*t).
k − µt

Pr(k mut t) =

( µt) e
k!
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Main advantages of the coalescent
 The coalescent is a powerful probabilistic model for gene
genealogies
The genealogy of a population genetic sample, and more generally
its evolutionary history, is often unknown and cannot be repeated
⇒ the coalescent allows to take this unknown history into account
 The coalescent often simplifies the analyses of stochastic
population genetic models and their interpretation
Genetic data polymorphism largely reflects the underlying genealogy
the coalescent greatly facilitate the analysis of the observed
genetic variability and the understanding of evolutionary
processes that shaped the observed genetic polymorphism.
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Main advantages of the coalescent
 The coalescent allows extremely efficient simulations of the
expected genetic variability under various demo-genetic models
(sample vs. entire population)
 specify the model (parameter values)
Coalescent process

simulated data sets

 The coalescent allows the development of powerful methods for
the inference of populational evolutionary parameters (genetic,
demographic, reproductive,…), some of those methods uses all
the information contained in the genetic data (likelihood-based
methods)
 a real data set
Coalescent process

infer the parameter of the
model
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• Inferential approaches are based on the modeling of
population genetic processes. Each population genetic
model is characterized by a set of demographic and genetic
parameters P
• The aim is to infer those parameters from a polymorphism
data set (genetic sample)
• The genetic sample is then considered as the realization
("output") of a stochastic process defined by the demogenetic model
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• First, compute or estimate the

•

Second, infer the likelihood surface over all parameter
values and find the set of parameter values that maximize
this probability of observing the data (maximum likelihood
method)
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• Maximum likelihood

PML = maximum likelihood
estimate

{P1,P2} ML

L

L

P

P1

P2

!! many parameters → large parameter space to explore !!
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• Problem : Most of the time, the likelihood Pr(D|P) of a
genetic sample cannot be computed directly because there
is no explicit mathematical expression
• However, the probability Pr(D|P,Gi) of observing the data D
given a specific genealogy Gi and the parameter values P
can be computed.
• then we take the sum of all genealogy-specific likelihoods
on the whole genealogical space, weighted by the
probability of the genealogy given the parameters :

L(P D) =

∫ Pr(DG;P)Pr(G P)dG

G
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• The likelihood can be written as the sum of Pr(D|P,Gi) over
the genealogical space (all possible genealogies) :

L(P D) =

∫ Pr(DG;P)Pr(G P)dG

G

mutational parameters

Coalescent theory
demographic parameters

•€ Genealogies are nuisance parameters (or missing data),
they are important for the computation of the likelihood but
there is no interest in estimating them
very different from the phylogenetic approaches
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L(P D) =

∫ Pr(DG;P)Pr(G P)dG

G

Monte Carlo simulations are used : a large number K of
genealogies are simulated according to Pr(G|P) and the
mean over those simulations is taken as the expectation of
Pr(D|G;P) :
K

1
L(P D) = E pr(G|P ) [Pr(D G;P)] ≈ ∑ Pr(D Gk ;P)
K k =1
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K

1
L(P D) = E pr(G|P ) [Pr(D G;P)] ≈ ∑ Pr(D Gk ;P)
K k =1
Monte Carlo simulations are often not very efficient because
there are too many genealogies giving extremely low
probabilities of observing the data, more efficient algorithms
are used to explore the genealogical space and focus on
genealogies well supported by the data.
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More efficient algorithms :
 MCMC : Monte Carlo Markov chains associated with
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (implemented in many
softwares : e.g. IM, LAMARCK, MsVar, MIGRATE)
 IS : Importance Sampling (rarely used : GeneTree,
Migraine)
allows better exploration of the genealogies proportionaly to
their probability of explaining the data P(D|P;G).
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Felsenstein et al. (MCMC)
• Genealogical and
parameter space explored
with MCMC

Griffiths et al. (IS)
• "grid" sampling of the parameter
space (-> n parameter points)
• Likelihood estimated for each of the
n parameter points using many
genealogies (IS algorithm)
• interpolation of a likelihood surface
from the n likelihood points

Simpler
implementation but
MCMC on coalescent
histories are often not
very efficient

{P1,P2} MV

L

P1

more complexe
implementation but often
more efficient

P2
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1.

Probability of a genealogy given the parameters of the
demographic model Pr(Gi|P) can be computed from the
continuous time approximations (cf. Hudson approximations)

2.

then the probability of the data given a genealogy and mutational
parameters Pr(D|Gi,P) can be easily computed from the mutation
model parameters, the mutation rate and the Poison distribution
of mutations.

3. using those probabilities, an efficient algorithm to explore the
genealogical and the parameter spaces should allows the
inference of the likelihood over the parameter and the
genealogical spaces.
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• to compute Pr(Gi|P) = Probability of a genealogy given the
parameters of the demographic model, we compute the conditional
probability of occurrence of a demographic event at ti+1, given ti the
time of the previous demographic event as:
t i +1

p(t i+1 | t i ) = γ (t i+1 )exp(− ∫ γ (t)dt )
ti

where γ is the rate of the events (sum of the rates of occurrence of
coalescences and migration events), ex :

€

n pop
& j ( j −1)
)
γ (t) = ∑(( it it
+ ∑ j it m ik ++
4N i
i=1 '
k =1,k ≠ i
*
n pop
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• to compute Pr(Gi|P) = Probability of a genealogy given the
parameters of the demographic model, we compute the conditional
probability of occurrence of a demographic event at ti+1, given ti the
time of the last demographic event as:
t i +1

p(t i+1 | t i ) = γ (t i+1 )exp(− ∫ γ (t)dt )
ti

where γ is the rate of the events (sum of the rates of occurrence of
coalescence and migration events)

€



Then we multiply over all the events in the sequence
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Time intervals
between demographic
events : coa and mig

coa
mut
mig
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• Probability of a genealogy given the parameters of the
demographic model ( N, or {Ni ,mij } if structured populations)
example : formula for a unique panmictic population

$
jτ ( jτ −1) '
TMRCA
kτ )
& jτ ( jτ −1)
Pr(G P) = ∏ &
e 4N
)
4N
τ =1 &
)
%
(
Product over all demographic
events (coalescence or
migration) affecting the
genealogy

lineage number before the
event
Time interval between this event and the
previous one
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• Probability of a genealogy given the parameters of the
demographic model
• Probability of the sample given the genealogy and mutational
parameters (µ : mutation rate , Mmut : mutation matrix)
ib
"
ib ( µLb )
µL b %
Pr(D G) = ∏$( M mut )
e
'
ib!
&
b =1 #
B

Product over all tree
branches

mutation number on
branch b
Poisson probability of getting ib
mutations on a time interval Lb

length of
branch b
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• Probability of a genealogy given the parameters of the
demographic model
• Probability of the sample given the genealogy and mutational
parameters
B "
i
%
Pr(D G) = ∏$( M mut )
b =1 #

ib

( µL b ) b µL b
e
'
ib!
&

• by definition
€
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It is a very complexe problem because of the large genealogical
and parameter spaces to explore
more parameters

more complexe genealogies

Models with more parameters will need more computation times or
more efficient algorithms to explore both genealogical and
parameter spaces
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• ML-based methods use all the information of the data
whereas FST-based methods (more generally all moment-based
methods) summarize the information of the data into a single
statistic (e.g. the estimated FST).
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• ML-based methods can theoretically can get information
about all parameters of a model (if there is enough
information in the data about those parameters)
whereas FST-based methods (more generally all moment-based
methods) can only be used to get information about few
parameters for which a "simple" relationship between FST and
those parameters can be derived.
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• ML-based methods  inference of all parameters
whereas moment-based methods -> inference of few parameters
ex : the divergence with migration model :
present

FST analyses can only give information on :
- migration rates (Mi=Nimi) under a model of
constant migration without divergence
or
- divergence times (T ) under a model of
pure divergence without migration

past

but not both parameters simultaneously
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• ML-based methods  inference of all parameters
whereas moment-based methods -> inference of few parameters
Much more powerfull approaches…
two other examples :
- inference of past population size variations
- inference of dispersal under isolation by distance
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 Demographic model : one population of variable size
Taille%
N1%>%N0%

Population contraction or expansion

N0%
Sampling%

N1%<%N0%
tg%(in%%genera3ons)%
Past%

Present%

Time%

3+1 parameters N0, N1 et tg (+ µ) to be estimated using
a MCMC Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
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 Mutation model : strict Stepwise Mutation Model (SMM):

AGCT

%

muta3ons%increase%or%decrase%allele%size%by%
%one%unit

+1

-1
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• based on Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) simulation
using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
 To explore the genealogy space
 and the parameter space
based on the approach of Felsenstein et al.
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• Monte Carlo Markov chains simulation (MCMC)
 To explore the genealogies : "partial deletionreconstruction" algorithm
 in parallel, the parameter space will be explored by
modifying parameter values using the Metropolis-Hasting
algorithm
 at each step of the MCMC:
either the genealogy can be modified,
or a parameter value can be modified
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Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC)
To sample into the posterior distribution
we need to compute the likelihood:

P(Θ | D),

L(Θ;D) = P(D | H,Θ)

where H represents the genealogical and mutational history

€
€

In the standard coalescent, all the
lineages have the same probability
to coalesce and mutate; we can
therefore reduce the genealogy (and
the mutations) to a sequence of
dated events…
Here, the likelihood of agenealogy
that is compatible with the sample
does only depend upon the waiting
times between events, not upon the
topology itself…

Credits: Claire Calmet’s PhD thesis (http://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00288526/en/)
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Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC)
To compute: L(Θ;D)

= P(D | Θ) = P(D | H,Θ)

we compute the conditional probability of occurrence of an event
at ti+1, given an event at ti as:

€

t i +1

p(t i+1 | t i ) = γ (t i+1 )exp(− ∫ γ (t)dt )
ti

where γ is the rate of the events (sum of the rates of occurrence
of coalescences and mutations)
Then we multiply over all the events in the sequence
Credits: Claire Calmet’s PhD thesis (http://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00288526/en/)

Monte Carlo Markov chains (MCMC)
(1) Build genealogies that are compatible with the data
Starting with the sample, choose a set of events depending
on starting values of the parameters; the events are also
chosen to be compatible with the data
(2) Explore the parameter and the genealogical space
Update the parameters for population sizes (N0, N1) and
time of the event (T).
Update the genealogies
both updates are made using the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm
because full conditional distributions can't be computed

Modifying genealogical histories
Add/remove 2
mutations

Merge or split
1 / 2 mutation(s)

Change the order
of 2 events

Change the
ancestral lineages

Add/remove
3 mutations

Credits: Claire Calmet’s PhD thesis (http://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00288526/en/)

• Analysis of the results
First, check that the chains mix and converge properly :

 visual check :
• trace (likelihood, parameters)
• autocorrelation, Gelman&Rubin

 compute convergence criteria using parallel chains
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• Analysis of the results
Bayesian method  Compare posterior and prior distributions

prior

prior

prior

and test different priors…
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• Analysis of the results : test expansion or bottleneck signal
Bayesian method  Compute Bayes factor

posterior prob. model 1 / prior prob. model 1
BF =
posterior prob. model 2 / prior prob. model 2

Here, the BF for a contraction is
€
posterior prob. (N 0 /N1 < 1)
BF =
posterior prob. (N1/N 0 < 1)
nbr of MCMC steps where N 0 /N1 < 1
=
nbr of MCMC steps where N1/N 0 < 1
40

€

• An application :
orangs-utans and deforestation

The genome of Orang-utans
carries the signature of
population bottlenecks
(Goossens et al. 2006 PLoS
Biology)
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• An application :
orangs-utans and deforestation
Delgado and Van Schaik, 2001
Evolutionary Anthropology

Population sizes have collapsed:
what is the cause?
Can population genetics help?
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• Orangs-utans and deforestation : the data
1 cm = 5 km

Sulu$Sea$

200 genotyped individuals,
14 microsatellite markers

Agricultural%lands%
(mostly%oil%palm%
planta3ons)%
Lower%
Kinabatangan%
Wildlife%Sanctuary%
Kinabatangan%
River%
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• Orangs-utans and deforestation : results

MsVar efficiently detects
a decrease in population
size
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• Orangs-utans and deforestation : results

MsVar efficiently detects
a decrease in population
size
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• Orangs-utans and deforestation : results
FE : beginning of massive forest exploitation
F : first farmers
HG : first hunter-gatherers

MsVar efficiently detects a
decrease in population size…
… and allows for the dating of
the beginning of the decrease :
 massive forest exploitation
seems to be the cause
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• Simulation tests (Girod et al. 2011 Genetics)

What is the performance of MSVAR to detect and
measure demographic changes?
Comparison with moment-based methods
(Bottleneck and M-ratio test)
Simulation-based approach: simulate datasets with
known parameter values, then perform MSVAR
analyses on simulated data sets and check the
consistency of the results…
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• Effect of a bottleneck on He and nA
After a bottleneck, the number of
alleles nA decreases faster than
the expected heterozygosity He
because rare alleles (which
contribute only marginally to He =
1 – Σpi2) are lost first

nA = 7
He = 0.75

nA = 4
He = 0.70
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• Effect of a bottleneck on He and nA
After a bottleneck, the number of
alleles nA decreases faster than
the expected heterozygosity He
because rare alleles (which
contribute only marginally to He =
1 – Σpi2) are lost first
there is a transient excess of He,
as compared to what is expected
given nA (Watterson 1984).
Test implemented in the software
Bottleneck :
Cornuet et Luikart (1996)
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• Effect of a bottleneck on He and nA
After a bottleneck, the range of
allele lengths (max – min allele
sizes) at microsatellite loci
decrease less than the number of
alleles
because rare alleles, which are
more likely lost, are not always
the largest or the smallest ones.

nA = 7
range = 7
Mratio= 1

Allele lengths (# of repeats)

nA = 4
range = 6
Mratio= 0.67

Allele lengths (# of repeats)
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• Effect of a bottleneck on He and nA
After a bottleneck, the range of
allele lengths at microsatellite loci
decrease less than the number of
alleles.
Mratio= nA / allelic size range

nA = 7
range = 7
Mratio= 1

Allele lengths (# of repeats)

decreases after a bottleneck
nA = 4
range = 6

Implemented in the Mratio method :
Garza et Williamson (2001)

Mratio= 0.67

Allele lengths (# of repeats)
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• Simulation tests : Bottleneck detection using BF
Good performance to detect past
decline in population size, provided it
is neither too weak, nor too recent…

Better than moment-based methods
(Bottleneck and Mratio)
What about parameter estimates?
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• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)

biplots of posterior densities for pairs of parameters:

strong correlations between some pairs of "natural" parameters
but this is expected given the coalescent theory …
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• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)
there is no information in the genetic data to infer µ, N and T
separately because coalescent histories (genealogies with mutations)
generated with the usual n-coalescent approximations (large N, small
µ) only depends on the scaled parameters Nµ and T/N

N0
µ0

2*N0
µ0 / 2

constant Nµ product → same unscaled history and same polymorphism
→ 2 indistinguishable situations under the coalescent approximations!
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• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)

single parameter posterior densities:
tf = ta / N0

θ0 = 2N0µ
θ1 = 2N1µ
Much better results by rescaling
parameters as in the coalescent
approximations
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Prior (95%)

Truth

• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)

Good%reliability%of%the%es3mates%for%popula3on%declines,%provided they are
neither too weak, nor too recent…
Why does the method’s performance strongly depend upon the time
of the event, and its intensity?
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• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)

Pop.%size%
N1%%
N0%
Sampling%

N1%%
Past%

Present%

The information in the data strongly depends on the number of
mutations and coalecent events during the different demographic
phases
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• Simulation tests : parameter inference (Girod et al. 2011)

How genealogies are affected by demographic parameters?

Predict the quantity of information present in the data
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• conclusions on MsVar
-Bayes’ factors are useful to detect population size change
events
- Better estimates for scaled parameters as expected in
coalescent theory
- Two-dimensional plots of posteriors can be useful to detect
correlations and to use the good parameterization
- Estimations are more precise for strong and ancient events
and the quality of estimates depends upon the information
contained in the data…
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• More general conclusions… Take Home Message !
- Coalescent theory and ML-based approaches provide a powerful
framework for statistical inference in population genetics.
- They sometimes "extract" much more information from the data
than moment based methods.
- In these methods, gene genealogies are nuisance parameters
- Coalescent theory may also help understanding the limits of these
methods (the reliability of a method also depends upon the quantity
of information available in the data)
- Testing methods by simulation greatly helps to clearly understand
real data analyses
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• the likelihood of the sample L(P|D)=p(H0) is computed for
many points (random or on a grid) over the parameter space
and the likelihood surface is interpolated using Kriging

L

P1

P2
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PML = maximum likelihood estimate

CI

• ML point estimate and Confidence intervals are determined
from this interpolated likelihood surface
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In theory, Maximum Likelihood methods (ML) should be more powerful
than moment based methods (FST) because :

 Use all the information present in the genetic data
 Powerful maximum likelihood statistical framework
 May allow inferences on parameters other than Dσ²
 Emmigration rates scaled by deme size (2Nm)
 Shape of the distribution (g : geometric parameter)
 deme size * Mutation rate (Θ = 2Nµ)
 and Dσ²
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IBD and maximum likelihood inference
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IBD and maximum likelihood inference
Recent development : IBD in 2-dimensions (Rousset & Leblois 2011)
Griffith's IS approach, implemented in software MIGRAINE

Demic model of IBD on a lattice with absorbing boundaries
using coalescent approximation (large N, small µ, small m)
➠ can not consider continuous populations
➠ need to bin ("group") continuous samples

IBD and maximum likelihood inference
Recent development : IBD in 2-dimensions (Rousset & Leblois 2011)
Griffith's IS approach, implemented in software MIGRAINE

Demic model of IBD on a lattice with absorbing boundaries
simple mutation model (KAM)
fixed dispersal distribution (here geometric)

IBD and maximum likelihood inference
Recent development : IBD in 2-dimensions (Rousset & Leblois 2011)
Griffith's IS approach, implemented in software MIGRAINE

IS much faster than MCMC (10x + easy parallel computing)
Number of parameters reduced (homogeneous IBD model)

IBD and ML inference
1- First results under stepping stone migration (g=0):
i.e. no middle/long distance migrants

very good precision and robustness on Nm inference :
Relative biais =[0.04-0.12] and Relative MSE=[0.15-0.5]
d

relatively good precision for Nµ
Relative biais =[0.04-0.40] and Relative MSE=[0.25-0.8] )

IBD and ML inference
1- First results under stepping stone migration:
i.e. no middle/long distance migrants

Nµ slightly influenced by the total number of sub-populations considered in
the analysis vs. the real number of populations of the biological system
(often called the "Ghost populations" effect)

IBD and ML inference
2- geometric dispersal : i.e. with middle/long distance migrants

m(1 − g) k −1
P(disp = k steps) =
g
2
Dσ2 is a function of Nm and g :

€

m(1+ g)
Dσ = N
2
(2 − g)(1 − g)
2

Under ideal conditions (data generated under the model used for the analysis) :
Nb=4πDσ² and Nm inferences much more precise and robust than for g

€

large m and g leads to more long distance migrants and :
- More influence of the ghost/unsampled pops
- Stronger effect for Nµ and g than Nm,
but not much effect on Dσ² !! (compensation of different bias)

IBD and ML inference
3 - Effect of model misspecifications : coalescent approximations
the model for the analyses (IS on coalescent histories) uses the diffusion
approximations : Large N, small µ, small m
but this model may not be adequate for some data sets
How to test the influence of such assumptions :
using exact simulations, e.g. génération-by-generation algorithm,
without the diffusion approximations
and simulating small N, large µ and large m values

IBD and ML inference
3 - Effect of model misspecifications : coalescent approximations
Analyses uses the diffusion approximations : Large N, small µ, small m
but this model may not be adequate for some data sets
Test : using exact simulation without the diffusion approximations and
considering small N, large µ and large m values

very strong effect on the inference of m :
Large m values induce large bias on
Nm inferences

IBD and ML inference
3 - Effect of model misspecifications : coalescent approximations
Test : exact simulations with small N, large µ and large m values
 strong effect on the bias, the MSE of m and g but also on the shape of
the likelihood surface ("measured" using the distribution of Likelihood Ratio P-values of
the simulated parameter value, KS = Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distribution of LRT )

small N
(40 gènes)

large N
(40 000
gènes)

large µ
small µ
large m
small m

IBD and ML inference
3 - Effect of model misspecifications : coalescent approximations
Test : exact simulations with small N, large µ and large m values
 strong effect on the bias, the MSE of m and g but also on the shape of
the likelihood surface ("measured" using the distribution of Likelihood Ratio P-values of
the simulated parameter value, KS = Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distribution of LRT )

➠ impossible to infer m and g for "continuous" IBD
interestingly, there is not much effect on Dσ²

small N
(40
gènes)

large N
(40 000
gènes)

large µ

small µ

large m

small m

Inference of Dσ² is robust
to coalescent assumptions
but not the inference of
other parameters….

IBD and ML inference
4 - Effect of model misspecifications : Dispersal model
simulation under a different dispersal distribution, analysis under a
geometric dispersal

Dσ² inference relatively robust to misspecification of dispersal
but of course not g and Nm…

IBD and ML inference
5 - Effect of model misspecifications : Mutational model
data generated under stepwise mutation model, analyzed under a KAM

Strong effect on Nµ, but a bias of -0.5 is expected
Dσ² inference is very robust

IBD and ML inference
6 - test on a real data set : the damselflies data set

IBD and ML inference
6 - test on a real data set : the damselflies data set
Not much information on g
strong correlation with Nm

IBD and ML inference
6 - test on a real data set : the damselflies data set
m(1+ g)
Dσ = N
(2 − g)(1 − g) 2
2

2D

1D

m(1+ g)
Dσ = N
(1 − g) 2
2

€

€

More information about Dσ²
than Nm and g separetely

Lines of equal 4Dσ ²
values

IBD and ML inference
7 - Comparison demographic / regression / MLE

Not always the same type of discrepancies between methods
CIs overlap widely between regression and MLE.

IBD and ML inference
7 - Comparison demographic / regression / MLE

possible explanations for the observed differences:
• Shape of the dispersal distribution (i.e. not geometric in reality)
• Influence of past demographic processes/fluctuations
• Mutation processes, edge effects, number of sub-populations, binning (but
showed only moderate effects on simulations)

IBD and ML inference
7 - Comparison demographic / regression / MLE

Further comparisons necessary to demonstrate systematic differences
of this magnitude.

IBD and ML inference
8 – Comparison regression / MLE by simulation

ML and IBD : Conclusions
+ Good performances, even when the model is mis-specified
- Slow for large network of populations ( > 400 demes)
- Problems for large migration rates, long distance migration, and small
population sizes (due to the coalescent approximations)
➠ impossible to model continuous populations (ABC methods??)
➠ geographic data binning needed to deal with continuous samples
- inadapted for inference of the shape of the dispersal distribution (not much
information in the data + prb with coalescent approximations for m and g)
- need to test robustness to past demographic fluctuations
+ may be used for other developments (e.g. IBD between habitats,
landscape genetics)

Take-home messages
- Coalescent theory provides a powerful framework for
statistical inference
- In these methods, gene genealogies are nuisance
parameters

- Coalescent theory may also help understanding the limits of
these methods (the reliability of a method also depends upon
the quantity of information available in the data)

